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ABSTRACT 
Freudenthal’s spectral theorem is formulated in a general Archimedean Riesz space in two 
different ways, and characterizations of Archimedean Riesz spaces in which these two forms of the 
theorem hold are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For the terminology and elementary Riesz space theory we refer the reader 
to [5], [6] and [B]. Throughout this paper L denotes an Archimedean Riesz 
space (vector lattice). Given the element UEL, A, will denote the principal 
ideal and {u}~~ the principal band generated by u. If for an element u EL + = 
= {f~ L : f r O> a sequence (24, : n E N) in L converges u-uniformly to 24 EL, 
then we shall write u,+u(D). If in addition (u,:n E N) is increasing (respec- 
tively decreasing), we shall write u,t u(o) (respectively u,Ju(o)). For a subset 
DcL we denote by D’ its pseudoclosure, i.e., D’= {u E L: there exists a 
sequence (u, : n E N) in D and an element u E L + such that u,+u(D)}, and by 
D its relative uniform closure in L. In general D’c~ and D’#D, but D’=D 
when L has a strong unit. For details we refer the reader to [5, Theorem 72.31. 
By 28(L) (respectively P(L)) we shall denote the Boolean algebra of all pro- 
jection bands (respectively band projections) in L. Given the element eE L +, 
s!?~ denotes the Boolean algebra of all components of e, i.e., elements f e L+ 
satisfying f A (e-f) = 0, and J& the Riesz space generated by ge. The Riesz 
* This work was supported in part by the Research Council of Slovenia, Yugoslavia. 
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space L is said to have the principal projection property whenever every 
principal band in L is a projection band. If L has the principal projection 
property, then L is Archimedean. A Riesz space is Dedekind o-complete if and 
only if it is uniformly complete and has the principal projection property [5, 
Theorem 42.51. 
The well-known and useful Freudenthal’s spectral theorem states that if L is 
a Riesz space with the principal projection property and if eE L +, then every 
element UEA, can be e-uniformly approximated by elements of J&. See [I] 
and [5, Theorem 40.21. 
In [5, Lemma 38.21 a characterization of the notion of components in Riesz 
spaces with the principal projection property is given: For any eE L ’ and 
u E %7e there exists a band projection PE Y(L) such that u = Pe. In general this 
is not true for an arbitrary Archimedean Riesz space. Therefore, we define just 
for the purpose of this note the notion of a projection component. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let L be an Archimedean Riesz space and eE L ‘. An 
element u E L is called a projection component of e, if there exists a band 
projection PE Y(L) such that u = Pe. The set of all projection components 
of e will be denoted by Sk, and J, will be the Riesz subspace of L generated 
by ye- 
It is clear that yc is a Boolean subalgebra of ge. Here we give two different 
formulations of Freudenthal’s spectral theorem in general Archimedean Riesz 
spaces: 
(WF) Weak form of Freudenthal’s spectral theorem: For every eE L ’ each 
u E A, can be e-uniformly approximated by elements of J&. 
(SF) Strong form of Freudenthal’s spectral theorem: For every e E L + each 
u E A, can be e-uniformly approximated by elements of Jy,. 
Characterizations of Archimedean Riesz spaces in which the weak (respec- 
tively strong) form of Freudenthal’s spectral theorem holds are presented in 
Corollary 2.8. (respectively Theorem 3.8.) and related properties are studied in 
appropriate sections. We assume that all Riesz spaces are real, though it is not 
hard to see (using for example the methods of proving [8, Theorem 91.51) that 
our results remain valid on complex Riesz spaces. 
All proofs (except the one concerning the Yosida representation in itself) will 
be free of any representation, so that Zorn’s lemma is not used unnecessarily. 
I would like to express my gratitude to Dr. M. OmladiE for his friendly 
encouragement and reading of this work. 
2. ZERO-DIMENSIONAL RIESZ SPACES WITH STRONG UNIT 
The following definition will simplify our notations and is limited to the 
purposes of this note. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let L be a Riesz space and I, JCL two ideals in L. We say 
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that the pair (I, J) is a cover of L whenever I+ J= L. A cover (M, IV) of L with 
ideals M, N in L is a refinement of (I, J)9 if MC I and NC J. A cover (I, J) of 
L can be dismembered in L if there exists a projection band BE 9(L) such that 
(B, Bd) is a refinement of (I, J). In this case the cover (B, Bd) is called a dis- 
membering of (I, J). 
Now we turn our attention to Archimedean Riesz spaces with strong unit. We 
describe those among them in which every cover can be dismembered. The 
following lemma will help us to give alternative descriptions. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let L be an Archimedean Riesa space with a strong unit e E L ’ . 
Then for every cover of L there exists a refinement consisting of two principal 
bands. 
PROOF. Cover the space L with an arbitrary pair of two ideals (I, J), observe 
that e=f+g, fEI+, gEJ+ and set u=(f-(1/4)e)+, u=(g-(114)e)‘. Then 
f v g I (1/2)e and therefore 
Consequently, the pairs (AU, A,) and ({u} ““, {u} dd) cover L. 
We will show the relations {u>~~cI, (o}~~CJ to complete the proof. To 
this end take Orw~{u}~~, choose a real number A z 0 such that wr Ae 
and note that WA df- (1/4)e)- = 0. Observe that WA (Je - 4,lf) 5 0, hence 
w<(w+4l,f)~13e~4~f. Thus WEA~CZ, {u}~~cI and similarly (u}~~cJ, 
PROPOSITION 2.3. In an Archimedean Riesz space with a strong unit the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) Every cover of L with two bands can be dismembered. 
(ii) Every cover of L with two principal bands can be dismembered in L. 
(iii) Every cover of L with a pair of ideais can be dismembered in L. 
(iv) Every cover of L with a pair of principal ideals can be dismembered in L. 
(v) Every cover of L with a pair of uniformly closed ideals can be dis- 
membered in L. 
PROOF. It is clear that (i) implies (ii), and that (iii) implies (iv) and (v). To 
finish the proof it suffices to show that (ii) implies (iii), (iv) implies (iii), and 
(v) implies (i). 
To prove the first of these implications suppose that (ii) holds. Let (Z, J) be 
an arbitrary cover of L with a pair of ideals. By Lemma 2.2. there exists a 
refinement of (1, J) consisting of two principal bands, which can be dis- 
membered according to (ii), thus also (A J) can be dismembered in L. 
Suppose now that (iv) holds. Let e E L be a strong unit and (1, J) a cover of 
L with ideals L JCL. Decompose the unit e =f + g, f~ I+, g E J+, and note 
that (Af, Ag) covers L, hence it can be dismembered in L. Therefore (1, J) can 
be dismembered and (iii) follows. The implication (v) implies (i) is easily seen 
to hold by observing that every band is uniformly closed. 
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Again we propose a definition which will be justified later on (in Propo- 
sition 2.9). 
DEFINITION 2.4. An Archimedean Riesz space L with a strong unit is said to 
be zero-dimensional, if one (and consequently all) of the equivalent properties 
in Proposition 2.3. is satisfied. 
We need two technical lemmas in further work. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let L be an Archimedean Riesz space and e, f E L ’ two strong 
units in L. Then L is zero-dimensional if and only if for every two elements 
U,DEL’ withuvv=fthereexistsadecompositione=el+e2, elEA,, e2EA,, 
e,Ae2=0. 
PROOF. If L is zero-dimensional and UV v =f for u, v E L +, then the pair 
(AU, A,) covers L, and a dismembering of the cover (A,, A,) gives an appro- 
priate decomposition of the unit e into two disjoint components. 
The converse is easily seen using (iv) of Proposition 2.3. 
Let u be an element of an Archimedean Riesz space L with a strong unit e. 
For any I E lR we set uI = u - rle. If L is zero-dimensional, the following holds. 
LEMMA 2.6. For any u E L and L, p E IR, I <,u there exists a (not necessarily 
unique) band projection Pf E Y(L) with range Bf = P!(L) such that 
(a) ec=PfeEACUp)-, e-efEAgn)+, 
(b) 04 - EB;, (up) + E (B# 
(c) For real numbers a</?< y the following holds: 
a(ej’ - e,B) 5 PJu - Plu 5 y(ep’- e,B). 
PROOF. We will show first that (u,)+ V(u,)- 2((p -I)/2)e. To this end we 
use the equality 2cfVg) =f +g + 1 f -gl, f, g E L (see [5, Theorem 1 l.&(v)]) to 
get 
(3) + V @,A - = W - A)&- MP + AW)e - 4) V 
V (((p - A)/2)e + (((,u + 1)/2)e - u)) VO = 
=(1/2)((~-~)e+~(~++)e-2u~)VOr((~--~)/2)e. 
According to Lemma 2.5 there exists a suitable band projection Pf E Y(L) 
to satisfy (a). From the obvious relations 
(u,)-~((u~)+}~c{e-e~}~=B~ 
and 
(up)’ E((u~)-)dC(e~}d=(B~)d 
we see that (b) follows from (a). 
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We will prove (c) now. Take first il=j3, p = y in (b) to obtain (Q) - EBB, 
then use (a) with A =a, p =/3 to get e!E {(u~)-}~~cB~. Combining both 
statements we see that Bi cB~ and consequently $?I Pi. Since (u,) - belongs 
to BicB;, we have Pi@,)- = PpY(u,)- =(uJ, and similarly we obtain 
P~(u,,) + = P~(z+,) + = 0 from (u,) ’ E (BJ)” C (B{)d. These facts together give 
(Pi - P$(u - oe) = (Pi - P,B)((u,) + - (u,)-) = 
= (Pa - P,P)(u,) + 2 0, (Pi - P,B)u 2 a(ej - e,B), 
and in a similar manner 
(Pi - P,B)(u - ye) = (Pi - P{)((u,) + - (ur) -) 5 0. 
Thus (PJ - Pi)u 5 v(ei - e!), and the proof is complete. 
We are now in position to present the next theorem. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let L be an Archimedean Riesz space with a strong unit e E L. 
Then L is zero-dimensional if and only if A;= L. Moreover, every element 
u EL can be e-uniformly approximated by an increasing and by a decreasing 
sequence of elements in de. 
PROOF. Using the notation of the preceeding lemmas we will first show that 
&i=L in a zero-dimensional L. Let u E L and take a, b E I??, a< b such that 
a.e<ulb.e. Associatetoanysequence T=(t-,,t,,,...,t,,t,+l),nEN,ofreal 
numbers such that tWl<tO=a<tl< ..a <t,=b<t,+, a sum 
(which is not uniquely determined), and denote by / TI the real number 
ITl=max (Itk-t,-,l:Orkin+l}. Since evidently eF_,=O and e:;+l=e, we 
have 
u-s(T)= i ((P:;+l-P:;_,)u-tk-,(e~,k+I-e&,)) 
k=O 
and therefore (c) gives us the estimate 
OSU-s(T)< ki, (tk+l-tk-l)(e:,+l-e:,k_,)521Tje. 
Choose sequences T,,, , rnetN such that IT,lr(l/2m), and note that Oru- 
- s( T,) 5 (1 /m)e and s( T,) E &. Thus (s( T,) : m E iN) converges e-uniformly 
to u. It is easy to see that according to the above there exists even an increasing 
sequence cf, : n E N) c J& with f,T u(e). 
To prove the converse, suppose that & is uniformly dense in L, i.e., -kc = L. 
We will show that L satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.5. Assume therefore 
that e=uvo, u,uEL+. Since J?? = L, there exists an element w E J& such that 
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Iu- WI 1(1/4)e. Observe that w can be taken in the interval [O,e] and thus 
written as 
w= i Akek, ekE ge’,, eil\ej=o for isj, 
k=l 
i ek=e, o<Aksl, k=1,2 ,..., 12. 
k=l 
Set 
.f= Ak;k ek7 g= c ek9 
Ax<+ 
note that e=f+g, fl\g= 0 and observe that 
4u 2 i 4Akek-e= i (4Ak- l)ek 
k=l k=l 
(since Iu - w 1 I (1/4)e). Consequently 
HencefeA,. Similarly we get geA,,. Indeed, from uVv=e and /U--W/~ 
5 (1/4)e we get first 
v+ i kkekze-u+ F A e ?(3/4)e. 
k=l k=l kk 
Therefore 
n 
vL kg, ((3i4)-dk)ek 
and 
According to Lemma 2.5 it follows now from f EA, and g EA, that L is zero- 
dimensional. 
As a corollary the following characterization is obtained. 
COROLLARY 2.8. For an Archirnedean Riesz space L the following statements 
are equivalent. 
(i) The weak form of Freudenthal’s spectral theorem holds in L. 
(ii) Every principal ‘ideal in L is zero-dimensional. 
(iii) For every pair u, v EL ’ there exist disjoint positive elements ul, v1 EL ’ 
such that UREA,, vleA,, A,,,+D,=AU+O. 
PROOF. By Theorem 2.7 (i) and (ii) are equivalent, and using Proposition 2.3 
(iv) and Lemma 2.5 the equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is easily seen. 
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Turn now to Archimedean Riesz spaces with strong units, and consider the 
most important case - the space gb(X) of all bounded continuous real 
functions on a completely regular Hausdorff topological space X. Recall that 
X is called strongly zero-dimensional if any pair of disjoint zero sets (a set Y C X 
is a zero set whenever Y= (x~X:f(x) = 0) for some function f E Vb(X)) in X 
lies in disjoint closed and open subsets of X. In [2] the term zero-dimensional 
is used instead of strongly zero-dimensional. It is also proved there that X is 
strongly zero-dimensional if and only if its Stone-Tech compactification /?X is 
totally disconnected, i.e. zero-dimensional. 
The next observation will partially justify Definition 2.4.; see also Propo- 
sition 2.11. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let X be a completely regular Hausdorff space and ?cY~(X) 
the space of all real bounded continuous functions on X. Then V*(X) is zero- 
dimensional Riesz space if and only if X is strongly zero-dimensional. 
PROOF. Assume that Vb(X) is zero-dimensional and take a pair Z,, Z, of 
disjoint zero sets in X. For an arbitrary f E gb(X) denote by Zcf) the corre- 
sponding zero set (i.e., Z(f) = {x E X: f (x) = 01) and take two functions u, and 
o2 in Vb’(X) such that Z(ui)=Zi, i=1,2. Put u~=(o~vu~)-~u~, i=1,2, and 
observe that ulr u2 E Vb’(X). Since u1 V u2 = e, where e is a ring unit in Vb(X), 
Z(u,) = Zi , Z(u,) = Z2 and Vb(X) is zero-dimensional, there exists, according 
to Lemma 2.5, a closed and open set WCX satisfying WCX \ Z, and 
X\ WC-Y\ Z2. The zero sets Z, and Z2 are contained in disjoint closed and 
open subsets of X, hence X is strongly zero-dimensional. 
In order to prove the converse let U, UE Vb’(X), uvu=e. Set ui =(u - 
-(1/2)e)+, oi=(u-(1/2)e)+, note that u1 v ui = (1/2)e, and look at the proof 
of Lemma 2.2. to obtain the relations {u,)~~cA, and (u~}~~cA,. Since Xis 
strongly zero-dimensional by assumption and Z(u,) does not intersect Z(u,), 
there exists a closed and open set WCX such that Z(U,)C W, Z(u,)cX\ W. 
It is now clear that the characteristic functions xW and xx\ W satisfy the con- 
ditions xWe {u~}~~CA~, xx\ we {u,}~~CA,, and using Lemma 2.5, the proof 
is finished. 
REMARKS. 1. The referee gave the following elegant proof of Proposition 2.9. 
If X is compact there is a bijective correspondence between closed ideals in 
V(X) and closed subsets of X. The pair (A,, A2) of uniformly closed ideals 
covers V(X) if and only if the corresponding closed sets Ft and F2 are com- 
pletely separated in X. The result follows easily using Proposition 2.3 (v) (also 
suggested by the referee) and observing that for a completely regular space X 
the spaces V’(X) and @/3X) are Riesz isomorphic. 
2. Proposition 2.9. is actually a Riesz space characterization of a space 
gb(X) with a strongly zero-dimensional base space X. Similarly a Riesz space 
V(X) with X strongly zero-dimensional can be described. In [3] it is proved that 
the property (i) of Proposition 2.3. is characteristic for such a space. 
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3. RIESZ SPACES IN WHICH ANY PAIR OF DISJOINT ELEMENTS IS CONTAINED IN A 
PAIR OF DISJOINT PROJECTION BANDS 
In this section we will tackle the problem of characterizing of those Archi- 
medean Riesz spaces in which the strong form (SF) of Freudenthal’s spectral 
theorem is valid. In order to facilitate the text we start with a definition. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Two elements u and v of an Archimedean Riesz space L are 
completely disjoint if they lie in two disjoint projection bands of L. L is called 
a b-space if any two disjoint elements in L are completely disjoint. We say also 
that L has the property (6). 
Evidently any two completely disjoint elements are disjoint, and a &space is 
an Archimedean Riesz space in which these notions coincide. 
Let L be an Archimedean Riesz space and f E L ’ . In introduction we have 
defined the set YY of all projection components off and we have seen that 
@f c +. When does equality hold? 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let L be an Archimedean Riesz space and f e L ‘. Then 
9)= SJY if and only if any two disjoint components of f are completely 
disjoint. 
PROOF. Suppose that Yf = J%?~ and take u, v E .6Bf such that UA v = 0. Then 
there exists a band projection P which satisfies Pf = u. Since u + vsf and 
therefore Pu + Pv 5 U, we get Pv = 0, so v = (I- P)v is contained in the range of 
the band projection I-P. As df- U)AU =O, we have O=(Pf- PU)AU= 
= (U - Pu) A u = u - Pu. Thus u = Pu lies in the range of P, so u and v are 
completely disjoint. The converse is clear. 
We continue with several descriptions of a &space. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. In an Archimedean Riesz space L the following statements 
are equivalent. 
(i) L is a &space. 
(ii) Any two disjoint principal bands (or elements) in L are contained in two 
disjoint projection bands of L. 
(iii) For every u E L the elements u+ and u- are completely disjoint. 
(iv) For every u E L there exists a band projection P such that Pu = u ‘. 
(v) For any u EL ’ the equation YU = S?,, holds. 
PROOF. It is trivial to see that (i), (ii), and (iii) are equivalent. To show that 
(i) implies (v) use Proposition 3.2. Suppose now that (v) holds. Let u EL and 
put f = 1~1. According to Proposition 3.2 disjoint components u + , u - E 97~ of 
f are completely disjoint, and thus there exists a band projection PE 9(L) 
satisfying Pf = u + . Since Put =u+ and Pu-=0, we get Pu=u’, and so (iv) 
holds. The proof will be finished with showing that (iv) implies (iii). Suppose 
that for an element u E L there exists a band projection PE Y(L) such that 
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Pu=uf. Then obviously Pu + = u +, Pu - = 0, and therefore u + and u - are 
completely disjoint. 
Before fitting in the &spaces among the known ones, let us recall the notion 
of a normal Riesz space (see for example [8, Theorem 82.71). A Riesz space L 
is normal if {u}~+ { u}d = L whenever u and u are disjoint elements of L. To 
shorten the text we introduce the notion of a d-space. 
DEFINITION 3.4. The Archimedean Riesz space L is said to be a d-space if any 
two elements u, v EL satisfying {u} d + {v} d = L are completely disjoint in L. 
The following is implied by this definition. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let L be an Archimedean Riesz space with a strong unit. 
Then L is a d-space if and only if L is zero-dimensional. 
PROOF. It is easy to see that a zero-dimensional L is a d-space. The converse 
is not so obvious. To prove it suppose that a pair (B,, B,) of bands covers a 
d-space L. Decompose the strong unit e EL, e = u1 + u2, Ui E Bjf , i = 1,2 and set 
ai=(Ui-(1/4)e)-, i=1,2. We will show first that {ai}dC{ui}dd, i=1,2. TO 
this end take x, y E L satisfying the conditions x~a, =0, yr\u, =O, and note 
that (xl\ y) A (aI V ul) = 0. Since 
we get (xAy)Ae=O, and therefore xAy=O. Thus {a,}dC (u,>~~ and similarly 
{a21dc {u21dd. 
Next putfi=(ui-(1/4)e)fE{ai}d, i=1,2 and note that 
fiVf2=(u1 -(1/4)e)V(uz-(1/4)e)VO2(1/4)e, 
hence {fi}dd+ (f2}dd=L and consequently (al}d+ {a2}d=L. By assumption 
L is a d-space, and therefore a projection band BE S?(L) exists such that 
BC {alId and BdC (a2}d. Using the first conclusion we get BCB,, BdcB2 and 
zero-dimensionality of L is established. 
NOTE. More on Archimedean unital f-algebras which are d-Riesz spaces can 
be found in [3] where it is shown also that a space Y(X) with X completely 
regular is a d-space if and only if X is strongly zero-dimensional. 
Let us compare the &spaces with the well-known ones. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. A Riesz space with the principal projection property is a 
&space. Every &space is normal. Moreover, an Archimedean Riesz space L is 
a d-space if and only if it is a normal d-space. 
PROOF. The first part is clear. To prove that a &space is normal d-space take 
u, v EL with u A v = 0, and observe that a projection band BE S?(L) with u E B, 
veBd satisfies the conditions BdC(u}d, BC{V}~. Thus {u}~+{v}~=L and L 
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is normal. Since any two elements f, g EL satisfying (fjd + {g}d= L are 
disjoint, every &space is also a d-space. The converse follows immediately from 
the definitions. 
It is well known that a Riesz space g&Y) (or V(X)) is normal if and only 
if X is an F-space (see for example [2]) and from the preceding it is now 
clear that Vb(X) (or V(X)) is a d-space if and only if X is a strongly zero- 
dimensional F-space. 
An ideal in a &space inherits the property (6). 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let L be a &space and JCL an ideal in L. Then J has the 
property (6). 
PROOF. It is not hard to see that given a projection band BE 97(L) the sum 
Bfl J+ Bdll J of disjoint projection bands in J is equal to J. Considering this 
fact the proof is evident. 
The following theorem will answer the question posed in Introduction. 
THEOREM 3.8. In an Archimedean Riesz space L the following statements are 
equivalent. 
(i) L is a &space. 
(ii) The strong form (SF) of Freudenthal’s spectral theorem holds in L. 
PROOF. (i) implies (ii): Let f e L +. According to Propositions 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, 
and Theorem 2.7 the Riesz space 4” is f-uniformly dense in Af and by 
Proposition 3.3 (v) the equality 9” = gf holds, therefore SJ = Jtrf and Jf = Af . 
Moreover, for any u E Af there exist sequences (u,: n E trJ) and (0,: n E N) in SJf 
satisfying u,? u(f) and u, 1 u(f). 
(ii) implies (i): Let U, u EL and u A u = 0. Set f = u + u. Since .$ is f-uniformly 
dense in Af , there exists an element w E J$ such that IU - w 1 zz (1/3)(u f 0). As 
w is in Jlf, it can be written as 
w= i a,P,f, Pke Y(L), k=l,..., n, i Pk=I, 
k=l k=l 
where Pk, k= 1, . . . . n are mutually disjoint band projections. From the re- 
lation 
I ki, M-?G +mJ) - ki, P!fal5 (1/3)(n + u) 
we get 
I(a,-l)P,u-a,P,uli(l/3)(P,u+P,u), k=l,...,n. 
Hence, since UA u = 0, 
Iok- lIP,u+ ja,/P,o5(1/3)(P,u+P,u). 
Consequently lak-11zz1/3 if P,+>O, and /ak/r1/3 if P,u>O. Since both 
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inequalities together cannot be true simultaneously, we have Pku = 0 or Pko = 0 
for any ke{1,2 ,..., n}. 
Set P= CPkUZO Pk and note that (I- P)o=o as well as (I-P)u= 
= c PkUzO Pku =O. Thus u E P(L)d and u E P(L). The elements u and u’ are 
therefore completely disjoint, which shows that L is a &space, as we claimed. 
Let us examine the following examples of Riesz spaces. 
EXAMPLES 3.9. (i) The Riesz space V(X) of all real continuous functions 
on a compact F-space X which is not totally disconnected (for example, 
X=/X+ \, R+, where DIR ’ is the Stone-Tech compactification of ft?‘) is an 
example of a normal Riesz space without being a &space. 
(ii) Since the compact totally disconnected F-space PiN \ N is not basically 
disconnected (see [2, &WI), the Riesz space V((pN \ iN) is an example of a 
d-space which is not Dedekind o-complete, and therefore does not have the 
principal projection property. 
(iii) The topological space X= { l/n : y1 E N} U {0) C IR is not an F-space, and 
hence the Riesz space L = V(X) is not a &space. Therefore L does not satisfy 
W-9. 
We claim that it satisfies (WF). Since X is totally disconnected and compact, 
L is zero-dimensional. The principal ideal Af generated by a function f E L + 
withf(0) > 0 is Riesz isomorphic to L, therefore it is zero-dimensional. It is not 
hard to see (using Lemma 2.5 for example) that in the case of f(0) =0 Af is 
also zero-dimensional, thus according to Corollary 2.8, L satisfies the weak 
form of Freudenthal’s spectral theorem. 
REMARK. It can be shown that every Archimedean uniformly complete Riesz 
space with a strong unit satisfies (WF) whenever it is zero-dimensional 
(compare with Example (iii)). 
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